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Martin Horwitz Sworn in as Beachwood Mayor
By Prerna Mukherjee
News Editor
Newly-elected
mayor
Martin Horwitz was sworn
in on Jan. 8, making him
Beachwood’s 17th mayor.
Horwitz won by a close
margin of 33 votes against
incumbent Merle Gorden
and outgoing School Board
President Mitchel Luxenburg.
“It’s proof that every
vote counts,” Horwitz said.
“My thoughts are that the
vote clearly indicated that
the city wanted some kind
of change.”
Horwitz decided to run
for mayor because he had a
great deal of experience in
local government service.
“I was on School Board
for 16 years,” he said.
“[Later], I ran for City
Council. I’ve been on council for six years, and the
last two years I was council
president.”
“It just seemed like an
appropriate time in my life
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and in what was going on
in this city,” he said. “I felt
I had the experience to run
at this point.”
Horwitz added that
there is a list of goals that
City Council would like to
accomplish, including upgrades near the Beachwood
Aquatic Center.
“There’s some land there
where we could put up an
amphitheater, we could
put up a community building, we could put up a park,
walking path or and a dog
park,” he said. “There are
many ideas for the use of
that land, and we’re looking at a combination for
the best use.”
In addition, one of Mayor Horwitz’s goals is to increase the use of technology and allow residents to
be more involved in the the
community’s work.
“I really want to get us
more involved in Facebook and digital media…
We want to be able to
reach those people and
explain to them what’s going on in the city in order
to get feedback because…
we haven’t done that in
the past, and I think that’s

very important.”
Horwitz feels that his experience on School Board
and City Council will serve
him well in his new office.
While on School Board,
Horwitz advocated for
more technology use in
schools, including the 1-1
laptop system at the Middle School.
He is hopeful that his
experience on Council will
make him an effective partner now that he sits in the
executive office.
“I think I have a really
good relationship with City
Council coming off of [my
years on] Council, so we’re
working very closely together,” he said.
Horwitz attended the
National League of Cities
conference after election
to learn about various programs, as he explained in a
speech after he was sworn
in at City Hall on Jan. 8
“Following the November 7th election, I spent
four days at the National
League of Cities conference, at my own expense,
to meet with city leaders
from across the country
and study innovative pro-

Horwitz assumes the seat Gorden has occupied for 23 years. Photo by Prerna Mukherjee
grams and practices that
can benefit Beachwood,”
he said.
Horwitz went on to explain that he hopes to build
off of Mayor Gorden’s accomplishments, including
continuing to bring new
businesses to Chagrin

Highlands and possibly
renovating
Commerce
Park.
“[Mayor Gorden] left a
body of work in 23 years
that’s very impressive…
We’ve got some amazing
people working for us, and
a lot of those programs all

came during Gorden’s administration.”
Horwitz hopes to be a
hands-on mayor.
“My goal has been to
respond to emails and letters as fast as they come in
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Teen Mental Health Issues Increasing in U.S.
By Amelia Port
& Nakita Reidenbach
Staff Writers
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The incidence of anxiety
and depression in high
school and college students has increased dramatically in recent years.
Researchers found a 37%
increase in major depressive episodes among teens
from 2005-2014.
According to the National Survey on Drug
Use and Health, these incidents have been more
than twice as high among
teenage girls than teenage
boys.
According to the New
York Times, increasingly
rigorous academic course
loads, greater demands
from extracurricular activities and an increasingly selective college
admissions process have
contributed to the stress
that many teens are feeling.
Others have attributed
the increase in teenage
mental health issues to
the rise of smartphone
use.
Depression, anxiety and
other mental illnesses are
often comorbid, meaning teens can suffer from
more than one diagnosis
at the same time, according to the Anxiety and
Depression Association of
America (ADAA).
Mental illness can be
triggered by abuse, conflict in the home, peer relationship issues, stress,
or by neurochemical imbalance in the brain, guidance counselor Liz Osicki
and S.A.Y counselor Mallory Molls explained in a
joint interview.

Addressing mental health
issues in teens can be
challenging in part due to
social stigma. If it is hard
for adults to talk about
their feelings, it is even
harder for teens.
A 2015 study from NYU
found that students at
competitive high schools,
vying for increasingly selective college admissions,
experience chronic stress,
which compromises mental health functioning.
The Most Common
Mental Illnesses
Anxiety is the most common mental health disorder, according to ADAA.
“Anxiety is easy to dismiss or overlook, partially
because everyone has it to
some degree,” Philip Kendall told The New York
Times. Kendall is the director of the Child and
Adolescent Anxiety Disorders Clinic at Temple University in Philadelphia.
Anxiety Disorder is defined as “A mental health
disorder characterized by
feelings of worry, anxiety, or fear that are strong
enough to interfere with
one’s daily activities.”
According to the Mayo
Clinic, some of the most
common symptoms of
anxiety include fatigue,
restlessness, irritability,
racing thoughts, unwanted thoughts, excessive
worrying, a feeling of impending doom, insomnia,
heart palpitations, nausea
and poor concentration.
Depression is another of
the most common mental
health disorders. It commonly goes hand in hand
with anxiety. It is defined
as “a mental health disorder characterized by per-

sistently depressed mood
or loss of interest in activities, causing significant
impairment in daily life.”
In addition to shared
symptoms with anxiety,
depression
symptoms
include loss of appetite,
weight gain or weight
loss, hopelessness, guilt,
loss of interest, mood
swings, excessive crying,
social isolation, suicidal
thoughts, excessive hunger or slowness and lack
of interest in everyday
activities, according to the
Mayo Clinic.
Beachwood Stats
The Beachcomber conducted a survey in November and early December to determine the level
of anxiety and depression
symptoms BHS students
were experiencing, based
on anonymous self-reporting.
113 students from
grades 9-11 were first
asked to identify if they
had been diagnosed with
generalized anxiety disorder (GAD), social anxiety
disorder (SAD), obsessive compulsive disorder
(OCD), post traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD),
panic disorder and/or depression.
In each grade, the survey was given to one honors English and one college prep English class.
Students were asked to
check off common symptoms of anxiety that they
experience consistently.
Next, students were instructed to check off how
many of these symptoms
they associate with school.
Finally, students were
asked to answer whether
Cont’d on pg. 4

The Beachcomber conducted a survey in November and early December
to determine the level of anxiety and depression symptoms BHS students were
experiencing, based on anonymous selfreporting.
113 students from grades 9-11 were
surveyed. In each grade, the survey was
given to one honors or AP English and
one college prep English class. The results below are from all grades combined.
*The most common diagnosis reported in
all three grades surveyed was depression
(23 percent) followed by anxiety disorder
(16 percent).
*27 students (24 percent) reported that
they currently receive treatment for mental
health issues.
*The most common symptoms reported
were restlessness for freshman (23 students
or 66 percent) as well as sophomores (20
students or 53 perecent).
*Fatigue proved to be a common symptom
in both the sophomores (21 students) and
juniors (30 students).
*Juniors (27 students) and freshman (20 students) reported poor concentration as their
most common symptom.
*The majority of students associated symptoms with school or schoolwork.
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Drama Club is Back With Spring Production of FAME!
By Ben Connor
Sports Editor
Draw back the curtains!
The drama club will
present FAME!, its first
production in the renovated auditorium, on March 9
and 10.
Freshman Sam Roter,
who plays the role of
Schlomo
Metzenbaum,
describes the production
as a story that many high
schoolers can relate to.
“We can all relate to
what happens in FAME!,”
Roter said. “There’s a character in there that anyone
can relate to, whether it’s
Carmen who has trouble
with drugs or Mabel who
has a problem with her
self-image.”
The club struggled and
went through a series of
directors during the years
the auditorium was closed.
After the departure of
long-time director Sheila
Heyman, Pierre Brault
was hired for the 201314 season, Justin Steck
for 2014-15 and last year

there was no drama club.
In October, the Beachwood Board of Education
approved the hiring of
Robert Sapp and Patricia
Haynish, who are directing and managing the revamped drama club.
At this time, the board
has not hired a full time
drama teacher.
Sapp grew up in Solon,
attended Syracuse University, and appeared in on
and off-Broadway productions in New York City including Shrek the Musical
and Wicked.
Haynish is a retired music teacher and theater director from Chagrin Falls
and is currently the Vice
President of the Board of
Directors for the Chagrin
Performing Art Center.
She has co-directed multiple plays with Sapp in recent years, including Peter
Pan and The Lion King.
Sapp explained his vision for a successful and
long-lasting drama club.
“It starts with the students,” Sapp said. “It’s

The BHS drama club produced Chicago in 2011.
Photo from Beachcomber Archives by Marisa Simon.
about bringing theater
and enhancing the arts for
the students.”
Sapp hopes to boost
participation in the club.
“We have tried to immerse ourselves in the
school and talk to the
students, showing the opportunities [we can offer]
them,” he said.
Sophomore Jordyn Za-

watsky plays the role of
Lambchops, and is the
dance captain for the production. She reflected on
the excitement of the new
drama program.
“I wanted to join the
drama club because I have
been doing theater since
second grade and I love it,”
Zawatsky said. “I always
thought it would be cool

Horwitz continued from Pg. 1
if possible,” he said. “I keep
personal contact with residents.”
Horwitz gave the recent
problems at The View as an
example.
“They have sprinklers
that are going off six,
seven times,” he said. “I
was over there late Friday
night meeting with the
residents.”
“We have a problem with
Swenson’s,” he added, “...
and I’ve been actively involved with the residents
in that neighborhood.
So my style is a lot more
hands-on than I think
we’ve seen before.”

Horwitz wants to celebrate Beachwood’s diversity. He plans to bring
residents together through
block parties.
“[Block parties go] handin-hand with something I
said all through the campaign: we are a very diverse
community,” Horwitz said.
“We are really a culturally
diverse neighborhood, and
I want to celebrate that. I
want people to know their
neighbors.”
“I want to recognize
the diversity of our community because it’s very
unique,” he said.
Horwitz hopes to focus

“There will be change -

which may feel unfamiliar but I promise you it will be the
product of open, diverse and
thoughtful discussion between
myself, our Council, our Directors and our residents.”
-Mayor Martin Horwitz

to do theater at my school
because you are representing your school while
also doing something you
love.”
Senior Emily Jenks, who
will play the role of Carmen Diaz in the upcoming
play, expressed her excitement when she found out
the drama program was
coming back.
“I was extremely disappointed when the drama
club fell apart my freshman year, and I’ve been
wanting to bring it back
since then,” Jenks said. “I
attend the Academy for
the Performing Arts Excel
Tecc program, and hearing
about the drama programs
at my classmates’ home
schools made it so much
more exciting to find out
that theatre would be coming back to Beachwood.”
The auditorium reopened last year after a
three-year renovation due
to complications during
the high school renovation
in September of 2013.
“It’s a beautiful space

that is designed with the
highest-quality
equipment,” Sapp said. “It raises
the bar, setting a standard
for our program.”
Zawatsky is excited that
the drama club will be able
to work in the new auditorium.
“It allows us to have our
own space where we can
create another ‘home’,”
Zawatsky said. “It is where
we are spending almost
five [rehearsals] a week for
three months, so it is really nice to have.”
Being without a proper
space to produce plays for
so long, Jenks believes
the new auditorium will
change that.
“The new auditorium
has so many assets that
are essential to high production quality of a show,
and with a musical as big
as FAME!, I think it’s really
great that we have such a
modernized stage to work
with.”

more on neighborhoods
and community-building
through improved communication, resident advisory
committees, block parties
and social media.
He also hopes to target
demographic groups that
may need additional support, such as senior citizens.
“We have many families
who have lived here for
50 and 60 years, and they
need assistance in certain
ways,” he said. “We actually just started a program
where we’re coming to get
their trash at their garage
so they don’t have to come
out in the snow.”
“We [also] want to figure

out how to make homes affordable for young people,”
he added.
“We will build on past
success, but we are not
bound by past practice,”
Horwitz concluded in his
speech on Jan. 8. “There
will be change - which
may feel unfamiliar - but I
promise you it will be the
product of open, diverse,
and thoughtful discussion
between myself, our Council, our Directors and our
residents.”
“I’m excited to be the
new Mayor,” he added. “I’m
excited to work for you,
and I’m excited for the unlimited opportunity that
lies ahead of us.”

Human Rights Students ‘Choose to Participate’ With Advocacy Projects
By Vivian Li
News Editor
Students from the human rights class ended
their semester by displaying their Choosing to Participate (CTP) projects
throughout the week of
Jan. 8.
The projects encourage
students to engage in their
communities and raise
awareness about subjects
they are passionate about.
The projects have been
part of the course for almost 20 years.
Students set up their
projects in the hallway
outside of the cafeteria
and included a wide range
of topics, such as recycling, food drives and various pledges.
This year was social
studies teacher Pam Ogilvy’s first time teaching
the course. According to
Ogilvy, the purpose of the
CTP projects is to show
students that they have a
voice.
“Often times I think
that kids don’t realize
that their voice matters,
but when you put a whole
bunch of voices together
it can make change and

that’s really the goal,” she
said.
“Their personal choices
can have a great effect,”
she added.
Students chose their
own topics.
“I think that when kids
get to pick what they’re
interested in, there’s a
lot more drive to be successful,” Ogilvy said. “I always try to reinforce the
idea that if you don’t care
about it, nobody else is
going to care about it, so
[you should] find something that matters to you
and work towards that, towards raising awareness.”
One of the CTP projects
focused on raising awareness about sexual assault.
Sophomore
Shannon
O’Neil, a co-creator of the
project, said she was inspired that a lot of people
have come out about their
experiences lately.
“I don’t feel like [sexual
assault] is really covered
in your typical sex-ed
classes,” O’Neil said. “They
don’t talk about consent,
they don’t talk about the
fact that when someone
doesn’t want to do something, you have to let them
be.”
“It’s an uncomfortable

Students and teachers learned about the projects, which addressed issues such as mental health. Photo by Vivian Li

topic, and so it seems that
a lot of people tend to
avoid it, but it needs to be
talked about,” she added.
Another CTP project
called BHS Destress enforced the idea of mental
health, providing different
resources to help the community destress.
“We did research about
how stress affects your
body, how lack of sleep affects your body, and why
it’s so important to take
care of yourself emotionally and physically,” junior

Orly Einhorn said. “We
gathered strategies for
how to handle stress in a
healthy way, and then because you can’t really force
[people to destress], we
decided to just make these
options available for people in their classrooms.”
Besides a list of coping
skills, the group also handed out bracelets to serve as
reminders for students to
take care of themselves.
Boxes containing stress
balls and worry stones
were given to teachers to

have in their classrooms
as another option for students to destress.
“People have been really
receptive to the boxes in
their classrooms,” Einhorn
said. “I think people are
happy with them because
they like to have those
options in the classrooms
… The teachers were also
grateful when we brought
them, so I think people are
appreciating that part of
it.”
Another project created
by senior Blair Mitchell
aimed to raise awareness
about the misrepresentation of pitbulls in the media.
Mitchell chose to pursue
this subject because some
of her family members
own and breed pitbulls,
and they receive a lot of
backlash from those who
assume their dogs are violent.
“Hopefully [my project
can] change some people’s
opinions about [pitbulls]
because there is a lot of
false information going
around,” Mitchell said.
Mitchell’s project displayed pitbulls’ risk scores,
which are actually among
the lowest for the strong
breeds, a fact that surprised many students.

“I think that the importance of [doing CTP projects] is to erase negative
stigmas behind common
ideas in the media and
things that are perpetuated with no real backing,”
she said. “There’s a lot of
spreading of information
[that is not accurate], so
I think that when we do
these projects and show
the actual facts and statistics, it allows them to
make up their own minds.”
Throughout the week,
students wore wristbands,
buttons, pins and bracelets
to show their support for
the various CTP projects.
“It’s nice to see kids that
I don’t teach wearing these
things,” Ogilvy said. “Each
project may not affect every single kid, but if you
affect one kid that’s really
what matters.”
“We’re all doing different things, but if we’re
all working on one different aspect of making our
school a better place, then
at the end of the day our
school is going to be even
better for it,” Einhorn said.
“If everyone is choosing
to participate, then our
school is going to be that
much better,” she added.
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Academic Challenge Qualifies
For National Tournament

Bison Briefs

*The Beachwood Schools Art Show is currently
on display at Beachwood Place.
*The boys basketball game at home against
Wickliffe on Friday, Jan. 26 will be Family Fun
Night.
Front row (left to right): Coach Karla Seery, Jing-Jing Shen, Somin Jung, Sunny Wang,
Athena Grasso, Back row (left to right): Maxwell Rackmill, Peter Soprunov, Zyad Shehadeh,
Yang Yu. Image courtesy of Jing-Jing Shen

By Prerna Mukherjee
News Editor
Two BHS academic challenge teams competed at
East Palestine High School
on Saturday, Nov. 11, with
one team placing second
place and qualifying for
the national competition.
The team qualifying for
nationals consisted of junior Jing-Jing Shen and
freshmen Yang Yu, Peter
Soprunov and Somin Jung.
“It’s a young team, and
to do so well so early on
was a great accomplishment,” said Shen, who is
also team captain.
Beachwood
students
also won five individual
awards.
The qualifying team
plans to compete at the
National Championship
Tournament for small
schools held in Chicago in
late April.
Beachwood’s team has
an impressive history with
a National Championship
Title won in 2012.
National
Qualifying Tournaments have a
slightly different format
than other competitions.
“NAQT is basically all
toss-up questions up for
grabs by either team,” Shen
wrote. “Whoever buzzes in
first and gets the question
right gets a team bonus
question.”
“Each question starts
out pretty vague and narrows to become more and
more specific, culminating
in the ‘giveaway’ clue.”
“There are 20 toss-ups
per game,” Shen wrote.
“On [Nov. 11] we played
a round robin (against every team present) for nine
games.”
Beachwood also competed in the ‘Trash’ tournament focusing on pop
culture, Dec. 16 in Olmsted Falls, with one team
qualifying for the championship bracket.
The team also hopes to
compete in two February
tournaments in Solon and
Olmsted Falls.
Academic challenge participants have to be prepared for a variety of topics.
“It’s kind of a hybrid
jeopardy/quiz show where
you have different questions spanning all subjects:
math, science, history, lit-

“Academic challenge allows
you to spend time with other
students who value
education and love
competition.”
“Competing in academic
challenge is like a refresh
of all topics
learned in high school.”
-Adviser Karla Seery
erature and pop culture,
and people buzz in to see
who can answer the question fastest and most [accurately],” Shen wrote.
The team practices once
a week.
“[The meetings are] pretty casual,” freshman Sunny
Wang said. “We practice
different kinds of question
formats and usually Ms.
Seery or Jing-Jing give us
questions, and we answer.
“We read out some of
the questions from past
invitationals or sample
questions, and everybody
practices with the buzzers
and [works on] improving
speed and accuracy,” Shen
wrote. “Even when you
don’t know the question,
trying to figure it out…[It]
really just consists of going
over strategies and practicing questions.”
The team’s adviser, science teacher Karla Seery,
explained that students
learn how to answer questions quickly at competitions.
“Students need to be
able to think quickly and
have confidence in their
answers. Other teams
tend to beat us on buzzer
speed,” she wrote in an
email.
Shen explained that a
strategy for success on
academic challenge is to
always learn and expand
one’s knowledge.
“You have no idea how
far any snippet of knowl-

edge can go, so I think
that’s what makes academic challenge really special,”
she said.
Shen recommends academic challenge because it
allows students to expand
their knowledge outside of
school.
“I think academic challenge is a way to really
broaden your knowledge
of anything that you’re
interested in because even
if you didn’t learn about
something necessarily in
school or in a book,” she
said. “I think it’s a really
stimulating environment”
“It’s really fun,” Nationals qualifier Somin Jung
said. “It’s like a quiz show
but with your friends. Personally, I feel academic
challenge is less pressure
compared to my other
clubs, so that’s also nice,”
“Academic challenge allows you to spend time
with other students who
value education and love
competition,” Seery wrote.
“Competing in academic
challenge is like a refresh
of all topics learned in high
school.”
“Just pick up knowledge wherever you can,
whether it be reading the
APUSH textbook or watching America’s Got Talent,”
Shen added. “Find something that you actually enjoy and learn about it because that knowledge can
really go a long [way].”

*Congratulations to the class of 2018’s six National Merit commended and honored students:
Greg Glova, Leily Steiger, Jackie Joo, Daniel
Mishins and Sridhar Uppalapati.
*Snowball will be held on Saturday, Feb. 3 in the
community room.
*The Cleveland Pops Orchestra will be performing at BHS on Saturday, Feb. 10
*Model UN will close out their season at the
Michigan State Conference on April 20-22.
*The boys basketball team will travel to Orange on Tuesday, Jan. 30. They will close out
their regular season at home on Friday, Feb. 16
against Harvey.
*Likewise, the girls basketball team will travel to
Orange on Saturday, Feb. 10. The latter will be
their last game of the regular season.
*This year, Feb. 14, also known as Valentine’s
Day, will be held on a Wednesday, so prepare
your chocolates and love songs.
*The Destination Imagination Regional Competition will be held Saturday, Mar. 3 at BHS.
*The Drama club will perform FAME! The Musical at BHS on Mar. 9 and Mar. 10 in the BHS
auditorium.
*The OHSAA Sectional Wrestling Tournaments
will be held on Saturday, Mar. 3.
*The BHS annual talent show, White and Gold,
will take place on Saturday, Mar. 10.
*Congratulations to junior Spencer Bystrom,
who took first at the Chagrin Valley Conference
Diving Championships on Saturday, Jan. 20.
*The Third Annual Bison Feast and Fest will
take place at BHS on Sunday, Mar. 18.
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Social Studies Teacher Pam Ogilvy Completes Sixth Marathon
“It’s also a great thing to say you’ve done,” Ogilvy
said. “When I’m 80 years old and I can’t walk, I’ll
look at my feet and say,
‘Remember when we did that?’”

eat everything you see.”
With the exception of
one year which she took
off, Ogilvy invests an incredible amount of time
each year into rigorous
training.
The training can be a
time for her to unwind.
“It’s just as much about a
mental thing as a physical
thing. I don’t listen to music or anything like that,”
she said. “I try not to see it
just as an athletic endeavor either.”
“My training is one hour
to one and a half hours every day that I get to just
train by myself, five days
a week,” she added. “On
weekends, it’ll be like two
and a half hours.”
In fact, Ogilvy runs so
much that her toes have
been damaged.
“Yes, it’s gross,” she said.
“Training puts your feet
through a tough beating.
I’ve had countless blisters
and bruises on my feet and
toes, so losing a toenail is
just something that happens.”
According to Ogilvy, a
runner will unconsciously
tense up and clench down
on their shoes, which creates a pressure that forms
a blister under the toenail.
“When that blister sub-

sides, the toenail is all misshapen and weird looking,
and eventually it just falls
off, like a baby tooth,” she
said.
“But–plot twist–there’s
already a little baby toenail underneath. Circle of
life.”Ogilvy admits she enjoys scaring people with
her toenails from time to
time.
The training program
Ogilvy follows is called the
Hanson Method, where
the premise is to exhaust
the body for months before the race. Then when
it comes to the day of the
marathon, the body is
conditioned. It will not be
tired, and it will work.
“You train your body to
continue to operate while
you’re tired,” Ogilvy said.
“It teaches your body to
recover quickly, and you
don’t break down during
the race.”
According to the Hanson Method website, a
program for a beginner
marathon spans 18 weeks
and consists of working
up towards the final mile
goal, with the daily training ranging anywhere
from a day of rest to 2-mile
jog to a 16-mile race. The
schedule for an advanced
marathon spans the same

amount of time, only with
more intense workouts every day.
However, Ogilvy did not
follow Hanson Method
exactly in preparing for
Indianapolis. Her training
spanned 24 weeks instead
of 18.
“Even on the days when
you don’t want to train,
you have to,” she said.
“You have to set aside
an hour and a half every
day just devoted to this.
It’s a lot of hours, and I
overtrained this time. To
give you an idea, I started
training around the AP exams last spring.”
Ogilvy says it helps her
immensely to have friends
cheering her on. This
year, science teacher Alex
Paulchell, middle school
teacher Michele Toomey
and social studies teacher
Missy Buddenhagen were
waiting for her at the finish line in Indianapolis.
“I was tired and sore
that day,” Ogilvy said. “But
my friends were waiting
at the finish line and Mr.
Paulchell was there with a
cute sign he made for me.
When I came around the
bend and saw Mrs. B, Mrs.
Toomey and Mr. Paulchell,
I just started crying. And
when they hugged me, I
was still crying. It is really
meaningful to see the people who helped you along
the way.”
Paulchell brought a neon
orange sign, which read
“Don’t Poop Your Pants,
Pam!”
“Some runners have
incontinence
issues,”
Buddenhagen explained.
“Sometimes when you
run too far, you poop. You
can’t control it.”
Ogilvy insists she does
not have such issues.
The purpose of running
for her is to test her limits.
“Honestly, there’s something to be said for setting
a goal and working your

survey, 26 of the students
receive no treatment while
9 students do receive some
form of treatment.
38 Sophomore Respondents
Between the symptoms
listed above, the three most
common for 10th grade, (in
order) were irritability and
fatigue (tied for first with
21 students), followed by
restlessness (20 students).
Much like the freshmen,
a vast majority of 10th
grade students who took
the survey agreed that 1-5
of the symptoms they had
to check off were associated
with school/school work.
For the sophomores, the
most common mental illness students had been diagnosed with was depression (12 students). After
depression, the next was
GAD (6 students).
Out of all the sophomore
students who took the
survey, 26 of the students
receive no treatment while
12 students do.
40 Junior Respondents
The three most common

symptoms in the 11th
grade (in order) were fatigue (30 students), followed by excessive worrying (29 students) and
poor concentration (27
students).
Like the sophomores and
freshmen, most juniors associated 1-5 of the symptoms with school/school
work.
The juniors’ most common mental illness was
a tie between depression
and GAD (6 students).
Out of all the juniors who
took the survey, 34 of the
students receive no treatment while 6 students do.
113 Respondents Overall
For most common
symptoms, restlessness
showed up for the freshman (23 students) as well
as sophomores (20 students). Fatigue proved to
be a common symptom in
both the sophomores (21
students) and the juniors
(30 students). The juniors
(27 students) and freshman (20 students) both

had poor concentration as
a prominent symptom of
anxiety and/or depression.
Freshman, sophomores,
and juniors all chose that
1-5 of the symptoms listed were associated with
school/school work.
The most common mental
illness in all three grades
was depression. Each followed by GAD (generalized anxiety disorder).
86 out of 113 students
surveyed do not receive
any treatment for depression and/or anxiety, while
27 students do receive
treatment.
Social Media’s Role
Jean Twenge, a Psychology Professor at San Diego
State University, published
an article in The Atlantic
in September titled Have
Smartphones Destroyed
a Generation? The article
details the negative effects
of smartphones on teenagers’ relationships and
mental health.
Twenge calls the current
generation of teens iGen,

Pam Oglivy holds her medal after the Columbus marathon in 2016.
Photo courtesy of Pam Oglivy
By Jinle Zhu
Editor-in-Chief

AP Economics teacher
Pam Ogilvy ran the Indianapolis Marathon on Nov.
4.
This is not the first time
Ogilvy has completed a
26.2 mile race; it’s her
sixth time across the finish line.
“I started running in
2011, and I’ve run six
marathons and even more
half-marathons,”Ogilvy
said.
“I ran smaller races at
first, but then my friends
and everybody kept saying
to try it, and I just wanted
to see if I could do it. And I
did. Barely.”
After her first marathon,
Ogilvy’s primary motivation was to improve and
push herself.
Her best time so far was
Columbus in 2016, where
she finished in 3:46.25.
“I was just so addicted to
pushing myself that year,”
she said. “And I really
watched what I was eating. A marathon can burn
4,500 calories, so you have
to really watch what you
put in your body before,
but after the race, you just

butt off to get there,” Ogilvy said. “I can test the limits of my body that way.”
“It’s like you can say, ‘I
can really do something.’”
Buddenhagen said. “It’s
like you can achieve something impossible. I mean,
26.2 miles: that’s far.”
“It’s also a great thing to
say you’ve done,” Ogilvy
said. “When I’m 80 years
old and I can’t walk, I’ll
look at my feet and say,
‘Remember when we did
that?’”
Now that the marathon
has ended, Ogilvy spends
her newfound free time
reading for pleasure and
sleeping. She will resume
training next year.“I feel
like a bum now that I’m not

training and all focused on
work,” she said. “Running
is addicting, runner’s high
and all that.
”There is one last marathon that is on Ogilvy’s
bucket list: the New York
Marathon.“It’s really hard
to get into,” Ogilvy said.
“New York is a lottery, but
they give precedence to
the people who live in the
tri-state area, so it’s hard
to get in as an outsider.”
Regardless,
Ogilvy
would like to go one
day if presented the
opportunity.“I always find
peace in running and feel
good after I finish,” she
said. “And really, that’s
what’s important.”

Science teacher Alex Paulchell cheered-on Ogilvy in Indianapolis.
Photo courtesy of Pam Oglivy

Continued from Pg. 1
they had been treated for
anxiety and/or depression.
35 Freshmen Responded
Of fatigue, restlessness, irritability, racing thoughts, unwanted
thoughts, excessive worrying, fear of impending
doom, insomnia, nausea,
palpitations, and poor
concentration, the three
most common symptoms
for 9th graders (in order)
were restlessness (23 students), poor concentration
(20 students) and irritability (17 students).
Almost all of the freshman students who took
the survey agreed that
1-5 of the symptoms they
checked off were associated with school/school
work.
Throughout the freshman grade, the most common mental illness people
had been diagnosed with
was depression, (7 students), followed closely by
GAD (6 students).
Out of all the freshman
students who took the

“Social media creates an environment of comparison.”
-SAY Counselor Mallory Molls
and provides data linking
smartphones to decreases in the time that teens
spend together in person,
to decreases in dating, to
feelings of loneliness and
to sleeplessness.
Twenge asked her students what they do with
their smartphones at night.
Most responded that they
keep it under their pillows,
or at least within arms reach.
“They checked social media right before they went
to sleep, and reached for
their phone as soon as
they woke up in the morning,” Twenge wrote.
She attributes cell phone
addiction to a loss of sleep
as well as constant bombardment of social media, which contributes to
teen’s anxiety in a variety
of ways.

“Social media creates an
environment of comparison,” Molls said.
“Students are also willing to speak poorly of their
peers anonymously online
whether it’s through social
media or texting, rather
than say something rude
or mean to their face,”
Molls said. “[In teenage
years] you don’t have as
much impulse control or
thinking about long-term
consequences.”
According to a Daily Mail,
cutting back on social media is an effective strategy
to address anxiety. This is
because in this generation
most students have a device that only shows their
life how they want people
to see it.
So when others’ lives
appear to be perfect, for
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Teaching His Way Around the World

Math Teacher Arthur Gugick Has the Adventure of a Lifetime
By Ben Connor
Staff Writer
Don’t you wish you
could drop all of your responsibilities and travel
the world?
That wish came true
for math teacher Arthur
Gugick.
Gugick’s
opportunity
came last spring when
an old friend approached
him about an opportunity
to travel with a family for
a year-long adventure.
Gugick’s role would be
to teach their three kids,
grades eight, six and three.
“When you’re married
and have kids or if you’re
watching your elderly parents, this is not something
you can normally do because you have responsibilities,” Gugick said. “My
kids are older; one is in
college and one is a senior,
so it wasn’t [necessary] for
me to be in Cleveland.”
“It was the perfect opportunity for me to leave
town,” he added.
In August they set out
to their first destination:
Indonesia.
Since then, Gugick has
accompanied the family to
places such as Japan, China
and Thailand. In December, he briefly returned to
Cleveland.
In his blog 80Daze,
Gugick updates readers
on his journeys. His posts
include jaw-dropping pictures, anecdotes of his day,
updates on what he’s teaching his students, and information on what he’s seen.
Gugick teaches math,
science and social studies.
“Math and science has
been easy to teach because
I have a background in
those subjects,” he said.
Through travel, he is
able to teach social studies
through immersive experiences. Prior to arriving
at a new destination, he
and his students research
the history and culture of
the place. When they ar-

rive, they are ready to explore the subject they were
taught.
For example, Gugick and
his students went to Hiroshima, Japan. They spent
two or three days studying dropping of the atomic
bomb and its effects on the
city. Then they went to see
what they were learning
about.
“Imagine after studying something after two
or three days in a classroom, you actually got to
go to Hiroshima,” Gugick
said. “…actually going to
the peace museum and
the memorial and actually
walking around the city…
It’s quite unique.”
Gugick’s students have
also been able to present
their research findings
on-site. For example, one
of his students studied
the Great Wall of China,
and when they visited the
Great Wall, he presented
what he learned while
standing on the wall’s ancient stones.
So far Gugick has visited
thirteen cities including
Indonesia, Japan, Singapore, Thailand and China.
On Jan. 18, Gugick posted to his blog from Luang
Prabang, Laos.
“On our second day we
hiked through the jungles
of Laos, taking extra care
to stay on the path as
there is still unexploded
ordinance from the Vietnam War,” he wrote. “We
passed rice paddies and
rubber trees.”
They have explored places such as the Black Sands
of Bali and the Forbidden
City in China, but so far
one of Gugick’s favorite
places has been Komodo
Island, home of the giant
lizards known as Komodo
Dragons.
“Komodo Dragons really
only live on one or two islands, and you see pictures
of them and hear how vicious they can be toward
people,” Gugick said. “To
just see one close up is
crazy.”
One of the benefits of

In November, Gugick and the family visited China, including the Great Wall and the Temple of Heaven in Beijing. In early
January, they hiked to Kuang Si falls in Laos. Photos from 80daze blog, courtesy of Arthur Gugick
traveling is the perspective certain skin tone is more
that it gives on one’s own attractive than others.
country, and Gugick has Or the fact that everyone
had the opportunity to re- in Japan wears lipstick,
flect on the United States. compared to China where
“The United States is there’s nobody wearing
incredibly culturally iso- lipstick.
lated,” he said. “My fear is
“It’s just these cultural
that we’re headed toward things that permeate
more isolationism.”
in different areas of the
In Indonesia, Gugick world,” he said.
and his students reflected
The Internet has made
on the stressful North it easy for Gugick to keep
American lifestyle.
in touch with family and
“Unquestionably,
out friends back home.
of everywhere I’ve gone,
“I use WhatsApp and
these people are the hap- Facetime,” Gugick said.
piest people,” Gugick re- “Genuinely I’m about 12
marks. “And yet from an- hours difference from
other standpoint, they’re Cleveland, so I make all of
one of the poorest people my calls every day between
that we’ve seen on our 7:30 and 8:30 in the morntrip.”
ing.”
“It seems in the United
In the coming months,
States, we believe that Gugick plans to travel to
the amount of money you places such as Cambodia,
make equates to your hap- Vietnam, India, possibly
piness,” he said, “but here’s New Zealand and Sri Lana whole culture where ka as well as a series of Afthere’s not very much rican countries.
wealth, just happy people.”
He’s most excited about
Another cultural differ- seeing India, especially the
ence Gugick has noticed Taj Mahal, to satisfy his
has been varying ideas of love his architecture.
beauty.
Gugick encourages BHS
“What we would con- students to go see the
sider not to be beautiful is world at some point in
considered to be gorgeous their lives.
in different societies,” he
“Go travel the world,”
said.
he said. “It is not quite as
Gugick noted that in dangerous as we’ve been
places like Singapore, a led to believe.”

“If a student is struggling and is willing to go talk to a
counselor, then the counselor can always help find resources
outside of school to assist with the situation.”
-Guidance Counselor Liz Osicki
somebody who struggles
with anxiety, their mind
will “find something to
focus on and then start
filling [their] mind with
worst case scenarios.”
On top of comparing
one’s life to others, social
media also creates a fear of
missing out. According to
mental health specialists
at Anxiety.org, “pictures of
a party where the user was
not invited, or yet another
wedding they weren’t able
to attend…” seeing this
can “take a toll on selfesteem.”
Does Therapy Really Help?
Many teens are hesitant
to ask for help for mental
health issues, according to
Time.
According to Depression and Bipolar Support
Alliance, (DBSA) it is im-

portant to find the most
appropriate treatment for
the individual’s needs.
There are many different therapists and therapy
styles. If one therapist
can’t help, there are always
other professionals who
might be able to.
“If a student is struggling
and is willing to go talk to
a counselor, then the counselor can always help find
resources outside of school
to assist with the situation,”
Osicki said.
“Depending on the student’s needs, there are other
resources that we can hook
you up with,” Molls said.
Talking to someone can
always be beneficial; however, it can be hard to talk
to a friend or family member due to fear of judgement. That’s why therapy

can be a useful option.
“Therapists try to listen
to and help you come up
with your own solutions,”
Osicki said.
According to the American Psychological Association, anxiety disorders
tend to respond very well
to therapy. Cognitive-behavioral therapy and exposure therapy are two types
that prove to be the most
useful when battling an
anxiety disorder.
Exposure therapy helps
people with anxiety to actually confront and face
their fears head on while
cognitive-behavioral
therapy focuses on the
thoughts that people have
that produce the anxiety.
Relieving Stress
According to the American School Counselor As-

sociation (ASCA), stressreduction strategies can be
tremendously helpful.
While it is impossible to
give students an anxietyfree life, it is important
to give them strategies to
handle the stress. Connecting with others is also
essential. Another suggestion is to get enough sleep
and exercise.
Something that the Anxiety and Depression Association of America (ADAA)
recommends is joining a
support group. The ADAA
will give support group
listings and message
boards through their website. They believe that this
is an effective way to fight
anxiety and/or depression.
Of course, self-help can
only do so much. The
ADAA also recommends

If you or somebody you

know needs help, please reach
out to a trusted adult, such as
your School Counselor.
Support is available 24 hours a
day through the Crisis Center
at 216-623-6888 or the NSPL at
1-800-273-TALK.
Text support can also be
reached by texting “4Hope” to
741-741.
professional therapy when
it is available.
How to Help Others
According to a New York
Times, anxiety in teens is
often seen as one of two
extremes, either being
very defiant or very shy.
Understanding is the first
step to help.
According to the ADAA,
an important part of a par-

ent’s job in helping their
child with anxiety is to pay
attention to their child’s
feelings and to maintain
calm interactions.
Parents dealing with anxious kids should praise the
small
accomplishments
and not belittle small mistakes. Support and open
communication is essential.

Joining the Pie

A combined operating and bond levy w
on the May 8, 2018 ballot for Beachwoo
decide whether or not to fund the con
elementary school through propert
As the Bryden and Hilltop elementary buildings close in on sixty years
old, the need to upgrade Beachwood’s elementary facilities has become more pressing.
Superintendent Dr. Bob Hardis
said the deteriorating condition of
major building systems at the schools
prompted the district to evaluate options for facility upgrades beginning
nearly five years ago.
After considering renovation of
the existing buildings, district leaders opted to move to consolidate all
three of Beachwood’s elementary
schools at the Fairmount School site
instead.
“There were so many advantages
to consolidating that we could never
achieve renovating in separate buildings,” Hardis said, “so that then became the one recommendation moving forward.”
Administrators project the cost of
building the consolidated elementary school will be $39 million.
A combined operating and bond
levy will be placed on the May 8,
2018 ballot for Beachwood voters
to decide whether or not they want
to fund the consolidated elementary
school through property taxes.
If the levy passes, the funds will be
financed through the bond market
to fund construction and paid back
through property taxes over a 35
year period.
Beachwood’s Director of Finance
Michele Mills said that both issues
are critical to the future of the community, which is why district leaders
decided to combine them on the ballot instead of asking voters to choose
between the two.
The bond levy portion of the ballot,
an estimated 2.8 mills, would cost
the owner of an average $250,000
home about $20 per month. The operating levy portion, an estimated
5.9 mills, would cost an additional
$43 per month. Combined they
would cost the average homeowner a
total of $63 per month.
Why Consolidate?
First, a facility needs assessment
was conducted in 2015 by Strollo
Architects with Thorson Baker, an
engineering firm. In the assessment,
architects and engineers examined
the needs of the existing elementary
buildings.
“Simultaneously we worked with
architects, teachers, administrators and board members on a parallel track to understand what people
would want to see in a new elementary building,” Hardis said.

The facility needs assessment took
more than a year to complete, and
the results were extensive.
“It [calls for] essentially gutting
[the Bryden and Hilltop buildings]
and rebuilding them with all new
HVAC [heating, ventilation and air
conditioning], plumbing, electrical,
building
envelope––everything,”
Hardis said.
In addition, Mills said the cost of
renovation tends to be more expensive than expected, which turned out
to be the case during the renovation
of the high school.
“With renovation, you don’t really
know what you’re getting into until
you open the walls of the building,”
she explained.
Renovation would also leave
Bryden and Hilltop with the same
design that was built almost sixty
years ago, when security was not as
important.
“When you walk into Hilltop, the
front office is away from the door,
same thing with Bryden,” Mills said.
Consolidating the elementary
buildings will allow security improvements.
“For security reasons, we want
somebody to greet visitors as soon as
they enter the building,” Mills added.
Additionally, according to Mills,
a consolidated elementary building
would save an estimated half million
dollars in annual operating costs.
Most of these savings would come
from the operational areas of the district, such as reduced staffing in support services and reduced utility and
maintenance costs.
Designed for Instruction
Administrators believe the design
of the new building will support exceptional elementary education for
the next fifty years.
“The design [of the consolidated
elementary] that you now see was
[shaped by discussions of] what people wanted to see, what kind of classroom designs they wanted,” Hardis
said.
Those discussions evolved into
conversations about where on the
site classrooms would be placed and
which rooms should be near one another and which should be separate.
Hardis believes that the new building will improve the elementary education experience in Beachwood.
“A good building can make a difference,” he said. “It needs to have the
types of spaces and resources that
support the type of education that
we’re really blessed to offer in Beachwood.”
Hilltop Principal Rebecca Holthaus
also thinks consolidation will benefit
instructional opportunities.
“I think bringing a dynamic staff
together like we have at Bryden and
Hilltop will only enhance the current
curriculum,” she said.
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The land will be converted to fields
for use by the district and Beachwood’s recreation program. Walking
paths and playground equipment
will also be added.
“We need the field space because
we’re land-locked, so other than the
main building coming down [the
Hilltop site] will remain intact and
have enhancements,” Mills said.
Hardis thinks that doing so will
not only benefit youth sports programs in Beachwood, but will benefit
the city overall.
“Whether you send your kids to
public schools or not, whether you
even have kids of school age anymore, to have a park in Beachwood
[is nice],” he said. “We’re a small
community, [so] we don’t have a lot
of parks.”
New Single-Family Homes
The district plans to auction off
the Bryden property to a developer
to create a new complex of singlefamily homes.
According to Mills, the sale of the
14.6-acre Bryden property is estimated to bring in a million dollars.
“We’ve been told that’s a very conservative number,” Mills said. “We’re
hoping for more, but we’ll see.”
Hardis believes that developing
more homes will also have a great
impact on the community.
“We’re about five square miles, all
of Beachwood,” he said. “We have no
new land upon which to build singlefamily homes, which means that we
are limited in terms of attracting
young families who want to move
here and buy a home.”
Hardis hopes that by taking advantage of the Bryden property to
develop single family homes, the city
will have created the first new housing development in several decades.
The Bryden site will also go from
a non-taxable property to a taxable
property, which will generate an estimated $125,000 annually for Beachwood Schools.
The Construction Process
If the levy passes, construction
documents will be drafted and the
project will be bid out to contractors.
Hardis hopes to break ground for
the new building in the spring of
2019.
Construction is anticipated to take
about fifteen or sixteen months, so
the building should be complete by
fall of 2020.
Students would continue attending school at Bryden and Hilltop until the day the new elementary building is ready to be opened.
Construction will be both seen and
heard on the Fairmount site, but
Hardis is optimistic that it won’t interfere significantly with the operations of the Fairmount building.
“The number of places where the
current building and the addition
actually connect is fairly limited, so
we should be able to cordon off those
areas,” Hardis said.
“There will be constant vigilance
for safety purposes to make sure
people aren’t interacting with heavy
equipment or getting within the construction zone,” he added.
Optimistic Outlook
Hardis is optimistic that the resi-

dents of Beachwood will be supportive of consolidation.
“This is a community that has an
incredible history of supporting
public education,” he said.
According to Hardis, Beachwood’s senior citizens, who made
up 32 percent of the population
according to the 2010 census, have
consistently voted to support public schools, even if they don’t have
kids attending them anymore.
“[The older population of Beachwood] places a high value on education,” Hardis said. “They know
that a strong public school system
is very important for a strong and
healthy community.”
Beachwood resident Cindy Keller
is supportive of consolidation although she currently does not have
any kids attending Beachwood
schools.
“I think it’s a very good plan,”
Keller said. “I agree with their proposal … because the old schools
probably are going to start needing a lot of maintenance. I think
it’s good that they are building a
new, more modern and up-to-date
school for the new children coming
in.”
PTO parent Nancy Liang also
agrees that a more modern building would be beneficial for her kids’
learning experience.
“You can see the air conditioning [and] the heating make a lot of
noise, and there’s no updated technology,” Liang said. “We want to
have new equipment for our kids
[so] when they learn they can enjoy all those nice, updated things.”
PTO parent Vritika Krishnan is
still on the fence.
“I do understand that the two
existing buildings are old and need
[repairing],” Krishnan said.
But Krishnan is also concerned
about the tax burden on residents,
and about the traffic situation
along Fairmount Blvd. once the
new building is complete.
District leaders plan to mount a
levy campaign this spring in order
to inform the community about
the benefits of elementary consolidation.
“We know we have our work cut
out for us to educate the community on the tremendous benefits
of passing the combined operating
and bond levy,” Hardis said.
“We’ve given presentations probably the last three years, but many
people still don’t know about it
[and] don’t understand it,” Mills
said.
“We’re hoping that we can educate our constituents to the point
where they’ll support it,” she added.
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Big Maxie Checks Out Slyman’s Tavern at Pinecrest

Slyman’s has an average Yelp rating of 4.5/5 stars, whereas Slyman’s Tavern averages a 3.25.
Image Source: Slymanstavern.com
By Max Alter.
Online Editor-in-Chief
In 1966, Ralph Abdallah
purchased Larry’s Ham
and Eggs on St. Clair in
downtown Cleveland and
founded Slyman’s restaurant, named after his
grandfather.
In 2015, after 49 years
serving serving the largest deli sandwiches in
Cleveland, current owner
Freddie Slyman opened

Slyman’s Tavern in Independence. This was the
first time in the restaurant’s prestigious history
that anyone could grab a
bite of the world-famous
corned beef sandwiches
without traveling downtown, and Cleveland foodies were ecstatic.
This July, Orange was
also graced with the opening of a new Slyman’s
Tavern at the site of the

forthcoming
Pinecrest
shopping center. Like
most East-side food-lovers, I impatiently waited
for the doors to open.
Yes, Beachwood is blessed
with proximity to Corky
& Lenny’s and Jack’s Deli,
but there’s always been
something special about
Slyman’s.
My dad took me to Slyman’s for the first time
when I was about sev-

en years old. He’d been
hyping the size of the
sandwiches, and, with
my young, undeveloped
mind, I pictured a literal
mountain of corned beef.
For once, my imagination did not let me down.
The sandwich I received
was the largest corned
beef sandwich I had ever
enjoyed, and, when I heard
about Slyman’s expanding
close by, I couldn’t wait to
recreate that experience.
This past month, my father and I took the trip to
Slyman’s Tavern. As soon
as we walked in, I could
see that this would be a
different dining experience.
Rather than the sparse
diner-delicatessen
of
the downtown Slyman’s,
the countless flatscreen
televisions and expansive seating at Slyman’s
Tavern reminded me of a
sports bar, more like The
Winking Lizard.
Nevertheless, we proceeded to our table and
glanced over the menu.
While presented and organized in a different fashion, the contents of the
menu appeared quite similar to the original menu.
This prompted an exhale
of relief; my hope revived
that I would get the same

sandwich that I had been
craving for years.
Our waiter came over
and we gave our orders:
a corned beef Reuben
and a turkey Reuben. We
turned our attention to
SportsCenter and waited
a reasonable amount of
time for our food.
Unfortunately,
the
sandwiches were not
nearly as big as I remembered. Call it nostalgia or
a bad memory, but something was wrong.
Do not misunderstand:
this was a solid sandwich.
The corned beef was chewy
and flavorful, and the turkey was well-complimented by the melted swiss
cheese. The white bread
wasn’t anything special,
but it wasn’t bad, either.
However, the wow factor
was missing: the minimalist focus on the mountain
of deli meat that distinguished the original Slyman’s from authentic local
establishments like Corky
and Lenny’s or Jack’s. This
was the cause of my disappointment.
We paid our bill and left,
but I wasn’t quite satisfied
with my experience. Not
because of the food, service, or environment, but
just because it wasn’t the
Slyman’s I’d remembered.

Turns out, that’s because it wasn’t.
Slyman’s and Slyman’s
Tavern have two separate websites. Slyman’s, a
breakfast and lunch- only
joint, provides diners with
an in-and-out gargantuan
sandwich, and a damn fine
one at that.
Slyman’s Tavern, which
both the Independence
and Orange locations are
named, is a dining experience. You sit down, enjoy
your company and grab a
bite.
Slyman’s has an average
Yelp rating of 4.5/5 stars,
whereas Slyman’s Tavern
averages a 3.25.
I attribute my disappointment to the fact
that I expected a genuine
Slyman’s experience. Had
I been expecting a typical dining experience, my
hopes would have been
met. The Slyman’s namesake threw me off, as it
just was not the same.
Will I go back? Likely.
The meal is high quality, nearby and provides a
variety of choice deli options.
Will it be my first
choice? Not necessarily.
At the very least,
though, I’m happy I was
able to enjoy a good sandwich.

Apple’s AirPods: Wireless Headphones Worthy of the iPhone
By Sam Thomas
Staff Writer
A year after their release
in December of 2016, Apple AirPods wireless headphones have taken the nation by storm.
“Apple’s AirPods have accounted for 85 percent of
totally wireless headphone
dollar sales in the U.S.,” according to market research
by the NPD group.
The cost of $160 may
be high for some customers, but the quality make
them worth the price.

AirPods offer improved sound quality, convenient features and seemless Bluetooth connectivity

They are physically
larger than previous Apple earphones, which allows them to stay in your
ears better.
They are also better for
exercising due to the fact
that the AirPods do not
have a cord that gets in
the way.
Some of the AirPod
features have never been
seen before. Not only are
they wireless and connect to any bluetooth
device, they also come
with a charging case that

monitors battery life.
Another feature of
the AirPods is that users can use the AirPods
to answer calls. There is a
setting in the Bluetooth
section of the iPhone
that gives the option to
receive calls using AirPods.
This means that if
someone calls you, rather
than having to put your
ear to your phone or having to put your phone
on speakerphone where
everyone can hear your

phone call, you can talk
and listen to calls through
the AirPods, as with other
Bluetooth devices.
The AirPods’ sound
quality is also quite an
upgrade from the original Apple earphones.
This is another main reason why so many people
love the Airpods.
Because they run on
Bluetooth, the sound is
already top notch. But in
addition to this, the AirPods’ shape is actually
the biggest factor that

affects sound quality
compared to the original
Apple earphones.
But perhaps the coolest feature is that when
listening to music on
AirPods, when you take
one out of your ear, the
music will stop. When
you put it back in your
ear, the music will continue to play from the
point you left off. This
can come in handy when
people try to talk to you
or when you drop one on
the ground. It ensures

that you don’t miss a second of whatever you are
listening to.
Just as Apple revolutionized the cell phone,
AirPods seem to be the
first generation in their
revolution of the headphone market.
Their
one-of-a-kind
characteristics could inspire a whole new generation of wireless earbuds, headphones, or
different types of Bluetooth devices in general.

With The Last Jedi, Star Wars Sells Out, Becomes Stale
By Joey Lewis
Staff Writer
It would be idiotic to
do a review on this film,
because chances are
you’ve already seen it.
That sums up the power and influence of the
Star Wars franchise. It’s
the kind of thing people
often flock to without
question.
That’s not to say that
this movie is bad. However, it wasn’t great.
That’s the problem with
this film:It ranges from
mediocre to good. I will
explain my thoughts,
and there will be spoilers
if you somehow have not
already seen it.
This film has great eyecandy. The effects are top
notch, making up for lack
of innovation with interesting imagery. Like in
the scene where Captain
Phasma dies, the floor
collapses all around her,
concluding with her descent into a hellish pit
of fire. Or when the Re-

sistance cruiser destroys
the First Order Fleet by
becoming a light-speed
missile. The final scene
steals the show when
the First Order fights the
Resistance on a salt flat,
and it sends red dust flying in the air.
The acting is believable,
and I enjoyed how all the
sets were actual locations
rather than CGI recreations. You can tell these
scenes are labors of love.
The music is exciting, best
defined as a complex orchestral tune that still
tastes like Star Wars.
The plot is what holds
this movie back. It is simply okay. Rey still lacks a
character arc like in The
Force Awakens, Luke
dies for no established
reason, and worst of all,
new characters and ideas
are introduced that contribute little but clutter.
The
Canto
Bight
scenes, for example, are
not well connected to the
bigger ideas in the film,
although they introduce
anti-corporate
ideas

(coming from Disney?)
that can tie in to the
themes of Star Wars, as
seen with the codebreaker’s logic.
It could be said I’m “nitpicking”. Why demand
so much from a movie?
I demand much because
its predecessors set the
standard for quality in
Star Wars movies. The
lessons from the original trilogy were nothing
new. It was a story that
presented a black and
white moral universe,
about how good beats
evil and heart beats tech.
What was important was
that these themes were
executed well.
And think, that was
when Lucasfilm didn’t
have Disney’s Olympic
swimming pool of money. Yet, they don’t use
that dough to take risks.
That’s the thing. Look at
any artistic enterprise,
and you’ll see a pattern.
Artists start working
in a small studio, trying
to be different to find
the next big thing. When

they strike gold, and they
strike it hard, they rise to
the top. When they’re at
the top, they don’t take
risks like the ones that
got them there in the
first place.
A good example of this
is the well known Call Of
Duty franchise. The first
few games were celebrated by the industry as the
cutting edge of innovation. What is the Call of
Duty series now? An annually-released, mediocre first-person shooter
that tries to scam kids
out of their parents’
money.
So, these ‘artistic’
megacorporations sit on
their money until they
destroy the last shred of
the original work’s integrity (just as the First Order sucks the hope from
innocent civilians), and
the suits will float off to
retirement using their
golden parachutes. It can
be said that Star Wars:
The Last Jedi is just another byproduct of this
plague on art.

Image Source: starwars.com
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Net Neutrality Decision Erodes Basic Online Freedom
By Tyler Pohlman
Staff Writer

It looks like doom and
gloom for the internet as
we know it.
The FCC voted on new
internet regulations Dec.
14. The new rules will
dismantle the FCC’s previous policy of net neutrality.
In case you don’t know
what net neutrality is,
it’s the Internet’s guiding principle of preserving the right to communicate freely online.
Basically, the principle of net neutrality
forces Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) to treat
all online data equally,
disallowing them to discriminate against any
online content via blocking, paywalls, throttled
speeds, etc.
The FCC’s reforms reverse this policy. Spearheaded by FCC Chairman Ajit Pai, ISPs could
potentially slow down
certain websites, forcing
the end consumer to pay
extra for unfettered access.
More importantly, ISPs
could outright block
online content on their
own accord, whether for
monetary gains, political agendas or malicious
intent.
Schools like BHS could
feel the burden of higher internet prices and
slowed speeds. Families
in Beachwood, too, could
potentially face these
problems.
However, ISPs continually argue that the dismantling of Net Neutrality rules is not likely to
impact their customers.
They argue that less regulation will allow companies to invest more in
Internet infrastructure:
a cliché conservative belief, to say the least.
In an interview with
the Public Radio show
Marketplace during the
week of the FCC’s vote,
Pai said the following:
“If you talk to smaller
providers in particular,
and I’ve spoken to many
of them from Minnesota
to Montana over the past
week, they have said that

The end of the Internet as we know it. Cartoon by Jinle Zhu

ISPs could outright block online content on their own accord,
whether for monetary gains, political agendas or malicious intent.
... Schools like BHS could feel the burden of higher Internet prices
and slowed speeds. Families in Beachwood, too, could potentially
face these problems.
these heavy-handed regulations stand in the way
of them building a business case for deploying
internet infrastructure,
especially in rural and
low income urban areas.”
Supporters of the reform believe that the
consequences are exaggerated, that “the free
market will work itself
out,” or that the Obama
administration’s
2015

reforms went too far
towards protecting net
neutrality at all costs.
Pai continues to argue that his regulations
only encourage growth
and innovation, which
he continually supports
with initiatives like the
FCC’s and New York’s
combined $390 million
project to support rural
broadband. And who’s
to say Pai will continue

initiatives like this in the
future?
Who’s to say ISPs like
Comcast and AT&T will
continue their oaths to
comply with Net-Neutrality-era regulations?
ISPs may have the benefit of the doubt for now,
but that doesn’t mean
they haven’t pulled similar schemes prior to the
FCC’s 2015 adoption of
Title II Net Neutrality

rules.
Back in 2007, America’s
biggest ISP, Comcast, began throttling and outright blocking Bittorrent
traffic on its network.
Similarly, in 2012, America’s 2nd biggest mobile
carrier, AT&T, blocked
FaceTime on its network
for users not part of its
“Mobile Share” plan.
Net Neutrality is a serious issue. Many organi-

zations like savetheinternet.com are determined
to seeing an Internet
free of corporate interference, and I encourage you to support their
cause.
The Internet is much
more than just a communications service; it
has become an essential
source of information,
an on-ramp to the world
and a fundamental right.

More Effective School Zone Sign Needed on Richmond Rd.
By Jacob Borison
Staff Writer
One day, an overconfident, distracted teenager
was driving home from
football.
After driving to and
from practice every day
for four months, the concept of a school zone had
completely slipped his
mind, given that his drive
home had always been
long after school hours.
On this particular day,
at 3:05 p.m., this forgetfulness would cost him.
Hurdling down Fairmount Boulevard at 44
miles per hour, this tenages drove completely unaware of the school zone
he had just passed, and an
officer parked in his cruiser watched him do it.

Since this young man
had only recently received
his licence Jacob, being
myself of course, was ordered to attend a court
hearing.
Only two moments
stuck with me from court,
because, again, I was just
an overconfident, distracted teenager itching
to keep my license. The
first moment was when
the judge said, “Your driving privileges are being
suspended for 90 days,”
because after all, that was
what I was waiting for.
The second moment, a
conversation between the
judge and myself, became
more significant after the
hearing:
Judge: What made you
forget that you were in a
school zone?
Me: I had made that

drive extremely often,
was conditioned to the
road, and made a
mistake.
Judge: You didn’t see
the lights blinking? Where
were you looking?
Being a flustered and
overconfident teenager, I

the high school at the
southern exit, there are
no school zone lights to
alert the driver of a school
zone. In fact, there is a
pathetically-sized
sign
with miniscule font stating the times at which the
speed limit is reduced to

“The next time I drove
home, I began to feel like
a victim of Beachwood’s
minimalistic signage.”
quickly responded, “The
road.”
Over the next few days,
I came to learn that when
taking a left turn out of

20 mph, although moving
at 44 mph, it might as well
not exist.
Yes, I left the high
school, after going to

school. I should have used
common sense. But I could
have also just been a random driver with a slight
vision issue unaware of
his/her surroundings. I
admit, 44 mph is still significantly above the normal 35 mph speed limit
for Fairmount, but that’s
not the point.
The next time I drove
home, I began to feel like
a victim of Beachwood’s
minimalistic signage. It
felt as if I was set up for
failure, especially being
that a policeman seemed
to be waiting for me,
keeping a close eye on the
“light-less” westward side
of Fairmount.
I have complete faith
in the City of Beachwood
and its priority of keeping
us high
schoolers safe, although

the lack of school zone
lights felt like a conscious
disregard that would catch
a few teenagers making
a mistake. In reality, it
does weed out the irresponsible and distracted
teen drivers, though being one of these irresponsible and distracted teen
drivers gives me a second
perspective: I made a mistake. It’s obvious that I
made a mistake. However,
was my mistake worthy of
such a punishment? Especially if this mistake, and
potentially future accidents, could be prevented
with such an easy fix?
Fairmount Boulevard
needs school zone lights
in both directions. It
would save licenses, and
possibly lives.
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College Application Stress is Too Much, Too Soon

Students feel the stress of college applications. Cartoon by Jinle Zhu
By Orly Einhorn
Staff Writer
“But you’re a junior.
You don’t have to worry
about college yet!”
Perhaps
laughing
when people say this
to me isn’t the best response. But I do, because the truth, the
one I’ve experienced, is

that college is a looming
force in my life.
I can’t speak for every high school junior,
but the goals of getting
good grades, joining
clubs and building a resume for college applications has been at the
forefront of my mind
since freshman year.
In my 9th grade English class, our faculty

introduced
Naviance,
a site to help compare
colleges and keep track
of extracurriculars, and
I distinctly remember
being told something
along the lines of “this
will be extremely helpful when it comes to applying to colleges.”
I know current freshmen who are taking AP
classes to boost their

GPAs for college applications, but then
they struggle in those
classes (because they
are freshmen who aren’t
prepared for the collegelevel work that comes
with an AP class), pulling down their GPAs instead.
I have friends my own
age who join too many
clubs because “it looks

good on college applications,” but then don’t
have time for a social
life.
I don’t pretend not
to care about college-I work hard for good
grades. I, like my peers,
am in many clubs, and
I worry just as much as
the next student about
getting into a ‘good’ college.
That being said, I
worry about what going through the college
application process is
doing to my generation.
It seems to me that the
process is starting far
earlier than senior year,
and it’s clearly putting a
strain on us.
Some may dismiss
the growing concern
for current and future
high school students,
dismissing the college
application process and
other stressors as minor, no different from
stressors in previous
decades.
However, the data
suggests we should be
very concerned. Starting in 1985, the Higher
Education Research Institute at UCLA asked
incoming college freshmen if they “felt overwhelmed by all [they]
had to do” during the
previous year.
While 18 percent said
they felt overwhelmed
in 1985, 29 percent responded yes in 2010,
and in the past year it
has jumped to 41 percent.
In addition, new research presented at the
2017 Pediatric Aca-

demic Society’s Meeting in San Francisco,
the number of children
and teens admitted
to children’s hospitals
for thoughts of suicide
or self-harm has more
than doubled over the
past ten years.
I don’t have a degree
in this, let alone a degree in anything, but I
don’t think it takes one
to see that something is
going wrong.
I look around at my
friends and classmates,
and I can no longer
count on both hands
how many are medicated for extreme anxiety
and/or depression, and
I came close to being
on meds for anxiety, as
well.
I don’t think this is
all to blame on college.
We’re living in an age
where everything we say
or do is posted on social
media for the world to
see, where there are so
many unspoken rules
of the internet that it’s
easy to lose track, and
where our mistakes are
eternalized online.
No problem our generation faces can be attributed to one cause,
but I think the college
process would be a good
place to start.
If we can stop telling
freshmen to start thinking about college, stop
making our learning all
about our future, and
start allowing students
to focus on being the
kids they are instead,
perhaps we can all take
an interest in learning
for the sake of learning.

Horwitz’s Narrow Victory Proves Every Vote Counts
“As high schoolers, we’ve been told that
every vote counts, but it is hard to
believe.
After all, even in local elections there are
usually thousands of people voting.”

By The Beachcomber Staff
On Nov. 28, Martin
S. Horwitz won a slim
victory over incumbent
Merle Gorden in a tight
race for Beachwood
mayor.
Gorden, who has been
serving Beachwood as
mayor for over two decades, lost the vote by a
narrow margin of 33.
No recount has been
called.
The Beachcomber staff
congratulates Horwitz
on his victory. We also

see the election as a sign
of a healthy democracy.
This election, if nothing
else, shows just how important it is to participate in the voting process. Had 33 individuals
decided not to get out of

bed that day and vote,
the results of the election would be different.
As high schoolers,
we’ve been told that every vote counts, but it is
hard to believe. After all,
even in local elections

there are thousands of
people voting, sometimes even hundreds of
thousands.
One vote seems like
a drop of water in the
whole ocean.
However, that is not the

case. In fact, according to
James Q. Wilson, John
Dilulio and Meena Bose,
authors of the textbook
used in our AP Government class, over half of
Congressional seats in
the past decade were won
in close elections.
In a close election, the
margin of victory is won
by less than 55 percent
of the overall vote. In
other words, a mere five
percent difference carried the winner to victory.
As hard as it is to believe, every vote does

matter.
Today, becoming a
registered voter is easy,
and there are few valid
excuses not to engage in
civic participation.
While not all Beachwood students are voting age eligible, this is
an important event to
keep in mind as more
and more students turn
eighteen.
In any democratic society, high voter participation is a sign of a healthy
democracy, and Horwitz’s narrow victory exemplifies just that.
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Royster Leads Team Over West Geauga, Breaks Record

Left: Ashaunti Griffin passes a defender during the Dec. 9 game against Perry. Right: Taylor Royster looks for an opening, also from the Perry game.
Photos by Julia Charnas.
at West Geauga, they
Beachwood
Athletic
By Sam Thomas &
certainly have potential Director Ryan Peters is
Amelia Port
to win the conference impressed.
Staff Writers
this season.
“It’s
a
huge
Royster, who scored accomplishment,”Peters
The girls basketball 32 points in Saturday’s said. “I think it’s going
team cruised past the game, has been the lead- to be hard to break TayWest Geauga Wolverines er of the team over her lor’s record.”
60-43 on Saturday, Jan. career at Beachwood due
The next game is at
6 at West Geauga.
to her leadership and home against Wickliffe
While it’s been a sea- unmatched talent on the on Saturday, Jan. 20. If
son of ups and downs, court.
Beachwood can defeat
the lady bison took care
During the first quar- this 3-8 team, it will be
of business on the road. ter, Royster scored her another chance to steal a
Led by senior Taylor 1,638th point, break- conference win.
Royster, the team cur- ing Beachwood’s longBeachwood is currently
rently sits at 5-9 overall standing record for ca- positioned dead center in
with a 3-5 record in con- reer points, surpassing the conference standings,
ference play. However, Selena Budge, who set and winning conference
by the way they played the record in 2004.
games will be the key to

During the first
quarter, Royster scored
her 1,638th point,
breaking Beachwood’s
long-standing record
for career points,
surpassing Selena
Budge, who set the
record in 2004.

Wrestling Team Shows Promising Results
Nakita Reidenbach
Staff Writer
Ten BHS wrestlers competed at the North High
School tournament in
Eastlake on Jan. 13.
Eight wrestlers placed.
Co-Captain Taylor Balazs
qualified for the finals.
The trio of Co-Captain
Paul Jacobs, James Flowers, and Jelani Byrd all
took third place, and Audi
Dut placed fifth.
The wrestling team also
attended a dual meet on
Jan. 19th at Notre Dame
College. They came back
with a loss, but Taylor
Balazs and Will Henry were
both able to win matches,
scoring six points each for
Beachwood.
Coach James Greenwood,
who is in his first year as
Beachwood’s head coach,
says one of his biggest
goals is to keep improving
the team, and to involve
the younger wrestlers, because they are the future of
the wrestling program.
Greenwood hopes that
in three to four years, the
team will consistently be
making it to the state tournament. In four to seven
years, he hopes to be in the
hunt for the state title, and
in five to eight, he hopes to
win the state title.

winning the conference
championship.
Peters has confidence
in the team’s ability.
“Other
teams
are
struggling to score; the
defense has definitely
gotten stronger,” he said.
The lady bison have
been successful in conference play over the last
few years. They look to
continue that trend with
a strong roster of seniors
this year.
They also have a nice
young core to carry the
torch for upcoming seasons, as they continue to
aim for the playoffs.

Boys Basketball Adjusts to Ambitious Schedule
By Sam Thomas
Staff Writer

Taylor Balazs after winning his match on Jan. 19 at
Notre Dame College. Photo by Corey Reidenbach

Eight wrestlers placed at the
Jan. 13 tournament. Co-Captain
Taylor Balazs qualified for finals.

While they sit as one of
the top teams in the conference at 7-6, the bison
boys basketball team still
has a lot to prove.
The team is 6-2 in conference play this season with
losses to Chagrin Falls and
Perry.
“The win against Orange
was the best moment so
far for the team this season,” junior forward Allon
Hardin said.
It’s been a season of ups
and downs, but the bison
are starting to find their
identity.
“We’ve played some pretty good teams, but we’ve
improved a lot,” Hardin
said. “We’re much more
confident now then we
were at the beginning of
the season.”
The team recently hit a
major road bump in their
season, as several of their
starters were unable to
play last week.
“We have a strong ability to have the next guy
up and ready,” Coach Jon
Mannarino said. “We keep
fighting.”
“We gotta continue
to play hard each game,”
Hardin said. “If we go out
there and play our game,
then we’ll be fine.”

Above: Josh Sizemore squres off against a Solon defender in the season opener. Below: Ben Connor looks for an
open teammate. Photos by Sam Thomas

“We have a strong ability to
have the next guy up and ready.
We keep fighting.”
-Coach Jon Mannarino

In Loving Memory of
Abigail M. Bendis
The Bendis family is
asking for students to
send videos recounting
their favorite memories
with Abby. For more
information, check for
an email sent by Todd
Bendis.

There are a million different
stories to tell about Abby, some
of which I probably won’t ever
find the confidence to share.
But what comes to mind immediately is
the day we climbed onto her roof.
The tiles were a bit dusty, and there
were skylights we were scared of stepping on. We took crazy risks to get good
pictures that day, and I remember feeling happy for the first time in a long
time. That’s the memory I want to preserve forever.
Sometimes if I imagine hard enough,
the roof with the skylights extends for
miles and miles, and everyone is on it,
not just the people who were actually
there. This time, everyone can come.
I’m not sure what that says about Abby
or me, but I suppose it says something
that Abby was willing to let me climb
onto her roof with the skylights in the
first place. I want to remember that moment and share it because it’s one of my
brightest memories with her.
I say one of my brightest memories of
her because there are so many. Sometimes, just seeing her was enough to
make me happy. She’s one of the few
people who can do that. I can’t even
imagine how deeply she has influenced
me and how empty I am now that she’s
gone. I don’t even know the depths of

By Jinle Zhu
Editor-in-Chief

my own emotions. I just know that no
matter who it was, Abby had a lasting
impact on people.
Abby has even met some of my longdistance friends. Once, I was meeting
someone in New York when we were on
a Model UN trip, and she insisted on
coming with me. She said my friend was
beautiful, and he still remembers.
Another time, I was Skyping someone
during open house. Abby came over and
somehow ended up in a water chugging
contest over Skype with my friend, who
also still remembers her. Even for the
people who only met her once, it is just
so hard to forget someone so genuinely
good in a way few people in this world
are.
By now, I’ve asked all of these friends
to do the same thing: Spare her a thought
every now and then. Don’t forget her.
She deserves to be remembered in our
brightest memories and in her happiest
moments. It is so important she is not
defined by one moment but rather for
the life she lived and shared with others,
and it is so important that her memory
will not be forgotten. She will not be
erased.

In the end, I think that’s all we can do.
There’s so much I’d trade to get Abby back.
I’d give up all my college acceptances and
all my scholarships and every cent in my
goddamn wallet to have her back on the
roof with the skylights again, but I can’t.
I’d give up everything in a heartbeat, but
I can’t. Sometimes I feel helpless in my
knowledge that the only thing I can really do is not forget her. I love and respect her unconditionally. I will always
love her unconditionally.
In the end, I can only do this, and I ask
the same of you: Please just spare her a
thought every now and then?
Don’t forget her.

